The practice of zazen

Master Dogen with comments by Kosho Uchiyama Roshi

«Now we have hard that the virtue of this zazen is inmense, stupid people may question this asking "There are many gates to the buddha-dharma. Why do you solely recommend zazen?"»

[...] there are various kinds of practice in Buddhism; for example, offering incense and prostrating oneself in front of a buddha statue, chanting nembutsu, reciting sutras, many sorts of contemplation, meditation or visualization, the practice of giving, the practice of patience, and so on.. It is said that since human beings have eighty four thousand desires, there are the same number of practices (dharma gates) to become free from each desire. 

Why did Dogen Zenji exxclusively recommended the practice of zazen? His answer was «Because this is the true gate to buddha-dharma». I suppose, on hearing this kind of answer there were people in ancient times who were convinced and said "You have won me over". However, in these days, how do people react when they are told "Practice Zazen! Zazen is the true gate to buddha-dharma!" ? Since ancient people believed that the buddha-dharma was venerable, saying that zazen is the true gate to buddha-dharma could work. But people in modern times don´t accept this. BuddhisHow shall we answer? I´d like to say that zazen is the true gate to the life of the self.

[...] We ordinary human beings ar apt to be lured by illusion, often shooting at the wrong mark. In other words, usually we divide time into small periods, and within the periods we do meaningless things such as fighting with others, coveting things or bearing a grudge against someone. We create karma within excitement or delusion and consequently we become involved in the realm of desire, karma, and suffering. Thought is illusion, action is reality, result is an apparition.

Though various thoughts arise within zazen, thoughts are merely secretions. When we let go of thought and act on the basis of reality, we calm down from our excitement. So it is good for people who don´t practice zazen to do something only after thinking about if for a long time. I f you don´t pause a long time, it is important that you do things while you are watched by zazen. In this sense, zazen is the true gate of our own life, the gate to seeing life with the eye of awakening.

Question (2) «Why is this alone the true gate?

Reply Great Teacher Shakyamuni correctly transmitted the wondrous method for attaining the Way, and also the tathâgatas of the three times all attain the Way through zazen. for this reason, zazen has been conveyed from one person to another as the true gate. Not only that, but all the ancestors of India and china attained the Way through zazen. Therefore, now I am showing the true gate to human and celestial beings.»

After quite a long experience of practicing zazen, I now think that our brain has some curious relation with the zazen posture of sitting crosslegged and keeping the spine upright. I don´t know why, but I see it through my own experience. When we sit in this posture, we feel our abdomen rests comfortably on our crossed legs, and we naturally breathe abdominally. The diaphragm goes down and air gets deep into the hara. this posture is wondrous, but you cannot understand it unless you really sit. I believe this is a point of great culture, discovered through Asian religions.

Mankind has invented many things in the past such as television, the automobile, jet airplanes, rockets and computers. Though there are many things, they are all meaningless. Why? Because none of them have made human beings noble. However, zazen makes human beings noble. Zazen allows human beings to find the true self. In this sense, zazen is really «the wondrous method for attaining the Way».

The self is born with the world of the self, lives withing the world of the self, and dies with the world of the self. Although this is entirely different from the common sense view, if you sit you will see that this is reality.

Since Shakyamuni understood this thoroughly through practice of zazen, he transmitted this reality as the buddha-dharma. had he not practiced zazen, he wouldn´t have realized this reality of the world."
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